Man's Sweater

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4”
1 Jr. Weave-It 2”
6 4-oz. sk. Knitting Worsted (Scotch Yarn)
OR
12 2-oz. sk. sport yarn
1 pr. No. 5 Knitting Needles
1 round needle, size 5

Weave 109 regular squares and 33 Junior squares. Assemble as shown in diagram using the over and over stitch. Hold two squares together matching opposite ends. With the end left from weaving, sew over and over into interlocking loops. Repeat across the squares, tie a slipknot when ending, also when starting with a new yarn. Run all loose ends an inch down on wrong side. Do this lightly so as to prevent heaviness on right side. Dotted lines indicate darts and seams. Stitch back and front together with sloping seams. Sew up underarm squares. Stitch the V shape neck in two places. Cut away extra edges. Turn back narrow hem around neck and whip down. With round needles pick up 134 stitches and knit 2, purl 2 for 1 1/2". Make two sleeves, leaving open 4” under arm near bottom until knitting is finished. Stitch darts in lower part of sleeve. Fit in row of 3 Junior squares at point X indicated by arrow and slip under as shown by dotted lines, and whip from outside making a gusset. This is necessary for underarm. Shape the top of sleeves as indicated by dotted lines. Cut away extra edges. Sew sleeves into sweater, whipping from outside. Pick up 56 stitches around bottom of sleeve and knit 2, purl 2 for 4”. Two inches fold back. Pick up 98 stitches on front between center sides and knit 2, purl 2 for 8”. Repeat on back. When finished fold back 4” of ribbing. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron.
Shoulderette
MEDIUM SIZE

EQUIPMENT
AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4"
1 Junior Weave-It 2"
7 oz. Crinkle Wool or other soft yarn
2 yds. 1/2" ribbon

Weave 84 squares and 4 Junior Squares. Assemble as shown in diagram, making five rows of 16 squares in a row. Sew together with over and over stitch. Match two squares with opposite ends with single yarn left on square after weaving, sew over and over one stitch in each loop. Loops interlock instead of matching. Sew only in loops. Tie a slipknot when ending. Run all loose ends in on wrong side. When using new yarn, tie a slipknot when starting. Leave open the space indicated by dark line at mark X and with extra square sew corner A to indicated A in shoulderette. When sewed in diagonally makes a point on outside. Fold back as shown by dotted lines. This forms a collar. Make the cuffs. Gather end of shoulder to fit cuff. Sew on cuff and fold back for hem. Whip down. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron. Make rosettes of ribbon and sew on front. Tie with a bow.
Cardigan Sweater
SIZES 14 AND 16

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Regular 4" Weave-It
1 Jr. 2" Weave-It
5 1-oz. balls Yellow Shetland
2 spools Franco Fleck
1 16" zipper
No. 2 knitting needles

Weave 60 regular squares and 16 Junior squares using Franco Fleck with yarn when weaving. This is a thin thread with color in it. Gives the sweater extra color. Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew together with over and over stitch. Place two squares together, reverse opposite ends and with single yarn left on Weave-It squares, sew with over and over stitch. Loops interlock and sew only in loops. Run all loose ends in on wrong side. Seams and darts are indicated by dotted lines. Stitch fronts and back together with a sloping seam. Sew up underarm seams. Fold back 1/2 square as indicated by dark line. Down fronts. Shape the V neck by stitching and cutting away extra edges. Turn back a narrow hem around neck and whip down with needle and same color thread. Pick up 104 stitches around neck and knit one, purl one for 1 1/2". Shape the sleeves by stitching as shown by dotted lines. Cut away extra edges. Make small half pleats at places indicated by dark spots in sleeve. Tack down. This gives extra fullness. Pick up stitches at bottom of sleeve and knit one, purl one for 1 1/2". Sew sleeves in sweater by whipping down outside, same as sewing squares together. Pick up 160 stitches around bottom of sweater, making the opening in middle front. Knit one, purl one for 4". Steam and press sweater on wrong side. Use a damp cloth and hot iron. Sew in 16" zipper for opening.
Baby's Wooly Afghan

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Rug Weave-It
6 2-oz. sk. Baby Pink Woolydown Yarn
1 2-oz. sk. Baby Blue Woolydown Yarn
1 Bone Crochet Hook Size 5

Weave 63 squares of pink yarn. Run loose ends down an inch on wrong side, splitting the ends before hiding them. The blue yarn is used for sewing squares together. Assemble as shown in diagram and using the cross stitch for sewing. Hold two squares together matching end corners and loops exactly. With single blue yarn, draw needle through first loop on far side, (working from right to left) take second loop on near side, making one stitch in each pair of loops. Repeat across to opposite side and turn back. Pick up remaining loops with same effect, making cross stitches. When ending, tie a knot with starting and ending ends on wrong side. Split loose ends and run them through blue yarn. Sew seven strips with nine in a row. Then sew the strips together. When finished, single crochet (just in loops) around the edge and with blue yarn. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron.

[17]
**Luncheon Set**

**EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS**

1. Weave-It 4"  
3 2-oz. spools Natural Linen Floss  
1 2-oz. spool Turquoise Linen Floss

Weave 69 regular squares for luncheon set. Assemble as shown in diagram, making one centerpiece and four doilies. The turquoise linen thread is used for the cross stitch on squares marked X and also for sewing together. The extra square in diagram shows the cross stitch design. Before sewing squares together, finish off loose ends by splitting threads and weaving in on wrong side with sewing needle.

**To join:** Match two squares together, loops same and with turquoise linen thread, tie a knot in corner, sew through first loop on far side working from right to left and second loop on near side, making one stitch in each pair of loops. Repeat across the square then reverse the stitch picking up remaining loops back across the square, ending at starting point. This forms a cross stitch. Work loose ends in on wrong side. Rows are sewed together in same manner, by matching loops.

**To cross stitch:** Bring the needle to the right side between four threads of the block. Skip two threads both horizontally and vertically to the right and take to the wrong side. Skip two threads to the left horizontally and bring right side. Skip two threads horizontally and vertically to the right and take to the wrong side. This completes one cross stitch and stands for one square in diagram. Follow dark squares as shown in diagram for cross stitch design.

Press well on wrong side with damp cloth.
Cape
SIZE 16–20

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Weave-It 4"
5 3 3/4-oz. skeins Blue Knitting Worsted
1 pair 5 knitting needles

Weave 125 Fancy Stripe Squares (directions at bottom of page). Assemble as shown in diagram making a back, two fronts and two shoulders. Sew together pieces with over and over stitch (ending and beginning ends of squares opposite). Run all loose ends an inch down on wrong side. Shape neck line as indicated by dotted lines. Stitch by machine or back stitch with needle and yarn then cut off extra edges. Finish by binding edges. Pleat the shoulder pieces where check marks are shown in diagram. Fold over and sew down the length of several squares as shown by slanting solid lines or to fit. Shoulder pieces fit as indicated by dotted lines in back and front. It is not necessary to cut away edges under arms both back and front. Sew the shoulder pieces on the outside, beginning with points marked X and ending at X at bottom of square and front. Whip with an over and over stitch. Turn on wrong side and whip down loose ends and edges. The extra material makes a padding for shoulders. Pick up stitches, approximately 72, around neck and knit a two inch band for a collar. Sew on clip for fastening.

Directions for Fancy Stripe Square:
1 row Weave Plain
2 row u3; ol; u3; ol; u3; ol; u3; ol; u3; ol; u3; ol; u3; ol; w
3 row u2; u3; ol; u3; w13; u3; ol; u3; ol; w2
4 row same as row 2
5 row same as row 3
6 row same as row 2
7 row same as row 3
8 row same as row 2
9 row same as row 3
10 row same as row 2

[Diagram of Cape]
Hand Bag

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Blas Weave-It
1 Ounce of Germantown
1 6" zipper

Bag:—Weave 11 squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Make a band of the 8 squares and sew a single square into an end. Make inverted pleat at bottom and press. Sew in 6" zipper at top. Make handle by sewing 2 squares together and folding over down the middle the long way. Sew up and press, stretching it a little. Sew onto bag at points where zipper begins and ends.
Black and White
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Regular Weave-It 4"
1 Junior Weave-It 2"
16 1-oz. balls Red Glow Crinkle or Marvel Crinkle Yarn
1 7" zipper
1 Belt buckle

Weave 220 regular squares and 74 Junior squares. With the single yarn left on Weave-It squares after weaving, sew with over and over stitch placing two squares together ending and starting ends opposite. Sew only in loops; stitches outside make holes and uneven places. Tie a slipknot when ending the sewing and when starting with new yarn. Assemble as shown in diagram. Shape the shoulders as indicated by dark lines leaving a 7" opening down back for neck opening. Stitch fronts as shown by dark outline and cut away surplus. With needle and thread gather fronts to fit at points marked X. Sew two fronts together and stitch three times on outside very close together. Sew shoulder and underarm seams up. Stitch darts in blouse to fit. Shape sleeves as shown by dark lines. Sew sleeves in blouse, holding fullness to the top. Shape bottom of sleeves to fit by making small pleats, indicated by dotted lines. Stitch up the length of one square and press flat. Bind the neck and sew the zipper in back of blouse for opening.

Shape skirt as shown by heavy lines. Stitch well on machine before cutting away edges. Bind the seams. Sew open edges together and side seams at points marked X. Shape to fit. Sew skirt and blouse together. Sew squares together for belt. Fold from dotted lines and sew up. Turn inside out and press with seam in center of under side. Sew on belt buckle. Press dress well on wrong side using a damp cloth.

[Diagram of back of blouse, front of blouse, sleeve, skirt front, skirt back]
Rainbow Luncheon Set

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4"
1 Junior Weave-It
2 2-oz. spools Brown Linen Floss
1 2-oz spool Tangerine Linen Floss
1 2-oz. spool Yellow Linen Floss
1 2-oz. spool Green Linen Floss
1 2-oz. spool Blue Linen Floss

Weave 47 Brown regular squares and 88 Junior squares, 22 each of four colors, blue, green, yellow and tangerine. Assemble as shown in diagram, placing the colored Junior squares diagonally as shown by color chart. Make one centerpiece and four place mats. Sew the squares together with mercerized sewing thread in matching shades of linen floss. Use a large-eyed sewing needle. Match loops and corners exactly. Tie several knots in starting to secure a tight fastening. Take three stitches (a slip knot, stitch and a slip knot) in each matching loops. Hide thread through linen floss to next loops and repeat across the squares. Sew Junior squares the same way. This makes open work between the squares. Run all loose ends of linen floss in on wrong side. Split the linen; this makes a neat finish. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth.

COLOR CHART

CENTERPIECE
BLUE
GREEN
YELLOW
TANGERINE

PLACE MAT

15 REG.-24 JR. SQS.
8 REG.-16 JR. SQS.
**EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS**

1 Rug Weave-It
14 2-oz. skeins Blue Woolydown Yarn
3 buttons size of half dollar

Weave 115 fancy squares (directions at bottom of page). Dotted lines indicate darts and shaping. Dark lines are button holes. Dots are buttons. Small dots are pinch pleats in sleeves. Assemble as shown in diagram. Take darts in fronts and back. Press open. Sew back and fronts together with sloping seams. Shape the arm hole as shown by dotted line. Stitch a square through the half in two places. Cut between the stitches. Use the half for extra under arm at X mark. Sew the gores in from outside slipping edges underneath. Cut away the surplus amount. Sew gores in coat beginning at X mark underarm and X on fronts and ending at arrow points. Stitch as indicated by darts in right and left fronts and neck line. Turn back a narrow hem and whip down with needle and thread. Leave open—for button holes. Button hole stitch around button holes with yarn. Stitch the sleeves as shown by dotted lines. Stitch again close to seam and cut off edges. This prevents raveling. Sew up underarm seams. Sew sleeves in blouse making pinch pleats as shown by dark points in top of sleeve. Sew sleeves in coat whipping from outside. Sew on collar. Sew buttons on as indicated by large dots. When finished press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron.

**Fancy Weave:**

1 row Weave Plain
2 row u3: o3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3
3 row w2; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; w2
4 row u3; o1; u5; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3
5 row w2; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; w2
6 row u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3
7 row w2; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; w2
8 row u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3
9 row w2; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; o1; u3; w2
10 row Weave Plain
Bed Jacket
MEDIUM SIZE

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Regular 4" Weave-It
8 oz. Lustre Crepe or any soft yarn
1/2 oz. medium weight Angora
1 Crochet hook size 3
1 Yd. ribbon 3/4" wide

Weave 118 regular squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Hold two squares together matching opposite ends. With the end left from weaving, sew over and over into interlocking loops. Repeat across the square. Tie a slipknot when ending; also when starting with a new yarn. Run all loose ends an inch down on wrong side. At X marks in back and fronts, fold over an inch for half pleats. Tack down. Sew onto upper fronts and back indicated by arrow. Stitch back and fronts together with sloping seams shown by dotted lines. Sew up underarms shown by dotted lines. Sew up underarms shown by check marks. Take one of the two extra squares, stitch as shown by dotted lines. Cut off small points. Sew the other part diagonally to the front and back of shoulder. This piece sewed on makes a drop shoulder. Sew sleeve fit in single pleats an inch wide as shown in diagram by dotted lines. Sew cape sleeve in, beginning second square down from shoulder and one square in from front side. Front and back sewing to the diagonal square which is even to the two side squares. Repeat for opposite sleeve. Sew collar on. Single crochet with Angora around the sleeves and all the way around edge of jacket and collar. When finished, press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron. Tack ribbon on fronts of jacket for fastening. Tie a bow.
You Can Make Things of Yarn

FASTER • BETTER • MORE ECONOMICALLY

with a WEAVE-IT

There's no long "learning" period with a WEAVE-IT. It's so simple to use anyone can learn to weave perfect squares in a few minutes. Without previous experience you can WEAVE-IT any of the things in this book in ten days or less.

You'll be proud of the things you make with a WEAVE-IT. Clothes and accessories fit better, wear better, look better. By fitting in or taking out squares, clothes can be made to fit perfectly—accessories made exactly the right size for the place you have for them.

WEAVE-IT requires twenty to forty percent less yarn than any other hand craft. Odds and ends of yarn can be woven into any number of lovely things. Many women report that the saving in yarn on their first WEAVE-IT garment has more than paid for the WEAVE-IT. Why not try WEAVE-IT—the modern way to make things of yarn.

WEAVE-ITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4 sq.</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050</td>
<td>2 sq.</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>5 sq.</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WEAVE-IT BOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEAVE-IT BOOK NO. 3 (Home and Wardrobe)</td>
<td>25c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAVE-IT AFGHANS BOOK NO. 4 (Afghans)</td>
<td>25c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAVE-IT WEAVES BOOKLET (Fancy Weaves)</td>
<td>15c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEE WEAVE-IT WOOLIES BOOK NO. 8</td>
<td>35c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REPLACEMENT NEEDLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JUNIOR WEAVE-IT NEEDLES</td>
<td>3 1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGULAR WEAVE-IT NEEDLES</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGULAR WEAVE-IT NEEDLES</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DONAR PRODUCTS CORP. • MEDFORD • MASS.
Bolero Jacket (Red Josie)

MEDIUM SIZE

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Bias Weave-It
4 oz. 4-ply yarn

Weave 41 squares on the Bias Weave-It and assemble as shown in the diagram. Join the edges as indicated A B to B A and C D to D C. Fold over the corner between A and C and tack down. If desired, all edges can be finished off with a single crochet. Press well with a damp cloth and hot iron, when completed.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Regular Weave-It 4"
1 Junior Weave-It 2"
14 1-oz. balls Brittany Yarn (or other crinkle yarn)
1 8" zipper
4 BUTTONS SIZE OF QUARTER

Weave 135 regular squares and 46 junior squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew together with over and over stitch. Place two squares together, reversing opposite ends. With single yarn left on Weave-It squares after weaving, sew with over and over stitch, one stitch in each loop. Loops interlock instead of match. Tie a slipknot when ending the sewing of squares and also when beginning with new yarn. This prevents squares from coming apart. Work all loose ends an inch down on wrong side. Stitch on machine as shown by heavy lines in skirt fronts and skirt backs. Stitch again an inch beyond the heavy lines. Cut away surplus edges and bind seams. Sew skirt front and skirt backs together as indicated by X leaving open a place on left side for skirt opening. Adjust both seams and darts to fit. Sew waist band onto skirt. Sew shoulder straps on skirt placing a button at each fastening. Use buttons covered with same material. Sew 8" zipper in skirt. If skirt is too long, turn up a hem or leave off bottom row of squares. Press well on wrong side with a damp cloth and hot iron.
By popular demand

There's a very definite reason for the wide range of patterns in this Weave-It Book. Nearly all of these lovely things are items hundreds of Weave-It fans have asked us to put in our next book. You selected the types of garments and accessories. Our fashion experts and stylists simply chose the best out of countless similar pieces.

We think these patterns are the finest collection ever assembled in one book. They are complete... with illustrations, diagrams and directions for making every one of them. We feel sure you'll be delighted to find how easily and economically you can make any one of them and how beautiful and practical the finished piece will be.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4"  
3 4-oz. skeins Blue knitting worsted  
or  
9 1-oz. balls Germantown  
1 Crochet hook size 4  
1 Pr. No. 3 knitting needles

Weave 57 Diagonal Stripe squares (p. 9 in Weave-It Weaves Booklet). Assemble as shown in diagram. Match two squares with single yarn left on Weave-It squares after weaving. Sew with over and over stitch. Loops interlock. Sew only in loops. Repeat across squares. Tie a slipknot when ending, also when starting with new yarns. Run all loose ends an inch down on wrong side. Stitch the back and front together with sloping seam indicated by dotted lines. Sew up underarm seams. Leave the neck open as shown by dark line in front. Shape the sleeves as shown by dotted lines. Stitch again close to first stitching. Cut away extra edges. Pick up 60 stitches and knit one, purl one, for 1 1/2". Sew up underarm in sleeves. Sew sleeves into sweater (from outside over and over stitch) holding fullness across the top. Pick up 76 stitches on front between center sides and knit one, purl one for 5". Repeat on back for 5". Make collar. Sew on sweater. Single crochet around collar and down front as far as opening. A scarf may be worn around neck. When finished, press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Regular Weave-It 4"
1 Junior Weave-It 2"
14 1-oz. balls Black Grinkle Yarn
2 1-oz. balls White Grinkle Yarn
1 7" zipper
1 Belt buckle

Weave 164 regular black squares, 92 black junior squares and 66 white junior squares.

Blouse:—Requires 60 regular squares, 60 black junior squares and 28 white junior squares. Sew squares together with over and over stitch matching opposite ends and sew into loops interlocking the stitches. Tie a slip knot when ending also when using new yarn. Work all loose ends down an inch on wrong side. Sew front and back together with sloping seams, indicated by dark lines. Sew up under arm seams. Stitch darts in blouse to fit. Assemble sleeves using small black and white squares for pleat as shown. Stitch top of sleeve indicated by heavy lines, cut off edges. Fold over check points V at top of sleeve and make inverted pleat. Stitch down to points marked X. Press flat. Sew collar together as shown by diagram (22 black junior squares and 22 white junior squares). Shape by stitching twice on machine as indicated by curved lines in diagram and cut off points. Fold back the edges of collar for hem and whip down with needle and thread. Shape the neck in blouse. Baste on collar and sew. Turn over and sew again. Sew 7" zipper in front of blouse for neck opening.

Skirt:—Requires 96 regular squares, 24 black junior squares and 24 white junior squares. Assemble as shown in diagram using small squares for pleat in skirt and belt. Sew open edges together, points marked X and make inverted pleats of small squares. Dotted lines indicate darts. Sew up on machine to fit. Sew up side seams. Skirt may be shortened by leaving off one row of squares at the top, or lengthen by adding a row. Sew blouse and skirt together.

Belt:—Sew 8 black and 8 white junior squares and 8 regular squares together for belt. Sew small squares onto large ones. Fold as shown by dotted lines and sew up. Turn inside out and press. Sew belt buckle on. Press dress well on wrong side.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4"
1 Jr. Weave-It 2"
22 1 oz. balls Rose Germantown
OR
8 4 oz. skeins knitting worsted
4 buttons

Weave 263 Triple Rib Squares and 16 Junior Triple Rib Squares (directions follow). Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew together with over and over stitch. Match two squares with opposite ends (pattern running up and down) and with single yarn left on Weave-It square after weaving, sew with an over and over stitch. Loops interlock instead of matching. Sew only in loops. Tie a slipknot when ending. Run all loose ends down an inch on wrong side. When using new yarn for sewing, tie a slipknot when starting. In sewing strips together, reverse opposite ends and sew same as matching of squares. Sometimes it is necessary to take extra stitches in corners to prevent open spaces. Note that the dotted lines indicate seams and darts. The size of darts is governed by the size of individual to be fitted. All darts and seams may be stitched by machine. Stitch again beyond seams before cutting away extra edges. This prevents raveling. Stitch darts in back and fronts. Press open. Sew back and fronts together at top. Sew two Junior squares on top of underarm section to fill in underarm. Sew underarm to back and fronts as shown by X. Shape underarm as shown by dotted lines. Shape the gored when sewing into coat, indicated by arrow. Let the extra edges slip underneath and whip down from outside as when sewing squares together. Reverse gored for opposite side so X and arrow will match. Then assemble sleeves as shown in diagram. Sew up the underarm seams. Take half pleats 1/2" at places marked with dot. This makes fullness across top of sleeves. Sew sleeves into coat. Point A marks middle of sleeve top and middle of armhole. Sew the collar on leaving 1/2 square over on each side for lapels. Shape the pocket as shown by dotted line. Turn back as indicated by dark line for top of pocket. Sew on coat one on each side. Leave the fronts open at seams indicated by dark line for button holes. This comes where squares are sewed together. Buttonhole stitch the openings with yarn. Have covered buttons size of half dollar. Use four plain squares for covering. Place a piece of material same shade as wool over the button mould. This takes care of open weave caused from stretching over mould. Sew on coat. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron.

Regular Weave-It Square
Triple Rib Pattern
1 Row Weave Plain
2 Row Weave Plain
3 Row Follow Through
4 Row Weave Plain
5 Row Follow Through
6 Row Weave Plain
7 Row Follow Through
8 Row Weave Plain
9 Row Weave Plain
10 Row Follow Through
11 Row Weave Plain
12 Row Follow Through
13 Row Weave Plain
14 Row Follow Through
15 Row Weave Plain
16 Row Weave Plain

Junior Weave-It Square
Triple Rib Pattern
1 Row Weave Plain
2 Row Weave Plain
3 Row Follow Through
4 Row Weave Plain
5 Row Weave Plain
6 Row Follow Through
7 Row Weave Plain
8 Row Weave Plain

Follow through means to take up top threads across the Weave-It.
Woollydown Afghan

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Rug Weave-It 5"
4 2-oz. skeins Malaga Red Woolydown
7 2-oz. skeins Burgundy Red Woolydown
7 2-oz. skeins Currant Red Woolydown
4 2-oz. skeins Coral Pink Woolydown

Weave 37 squares of Malaga red, 73 of Burgundy red, 74 of Currant red and 37 of Coral Pink. Use the Diagonal Stripe design for all squares (directions at bottom of page).

To join—Sew together with the over and over stitch making 17 long and 13 wide. This is done by reversing corners (starting and ending ends on opposite corners). Take two stitches in each group of scallops. The loops interlock instead of matching. Leave long ends (left over from weaving) for sewing together. Tie a slip knot for each ending and run all loose ends back an inch on wrong side. Sew squares in strips and then join the strips. When finished press well and then join the strips.

Directions for Diagonal Stripe Weave for Rug Weave-It.
1 row Weave Plain
2 row u3, w3, u3, w3, u3, w4
3 row w2, u3, w3, u3, w3, u3, w2
4 row w4, u3, w3, u3, w3, u3
5 row w4, u3, w3, u3, w3, u3
6 row w2, u3, w3, u3, w3, u3, w2
7 row u3, w3, u3, w3, u3, w4
8 row u3, w3, u3, w3, u3, w4
9 row w2, u3, w3, u3, w3, u3, w2
10 row Weave Plain
Carriage Robe

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Bias Weave-It
9 1-oz. Balls Pale Yellow Germantown Yarn
1 Bone Crochet Hook size 3
1 oz. Ball White Germantown Yarn

Weave 98 Bias Weave-It squares. Sew squares with over and over stitch, matching corners and sewing in each loop. The long ends left from weaving will sew squares together. Run all loose ends an inch down on wrong side. When sewing with extra yarn, tie a slip knot on starting and always when ending. Assemble the squares in rows beginning with one, then three, then five and so forth until the rows are done. Sew the rows together as shown in diagram. Around the edge crochet as follows: Fasten the white yarn in one corner with single stitch, make a picot in this stitch by chaining three and fasten with a slip stitch, single stitch in next three loops and picot, repeat around the edge. When finished, press on wrong side with a damp cloth and hot iron.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4”
3 2-oz. skeins of cotton Knubby Knit
or
3 2-oz. spools of Linen Floss

Weave 72 Knubby Knit squares. Assemble as shown in diagram, making four doilies (12 squares in a doily), three for divan and one for chair back. Make four doilies (6 squares in doily) two each for chair arms and same for divan. Sew together, matching opposite ends and using over and over stitch. Sew with same Knubby Knit.

The knots pull through without much difficulty. Work all loose ends in on wrong side.

Before pressing, wet the doilies and starch them stiff.
Iron on wrong side while damp.

12 REG. SQS. 6 REG. SQS.